
 

 

 

Module 3 – Amazon Filtering 

Hey there, welcome back.  In this video, we will be going over one of our best scouting methods; 

Amazon Filtering.  You’ll learn how to scout using Amazon Filtering, why it’s beneficial, and how to use 

in in conjunction with other scouting methods such as leaf sourcing and competitor tracking.  Let’s get 

started. 

Amazon filtering is the process of using Amazon's department and category search to Discover and 

search product niches. Within these niches, we often find brands that are the perfect fit for our product 

range.  Amazon filtering is used to find a good starting point to leaf source from, or as a method to find 

new competitors to track with super targeting. 

To implement this method, you must first understand Amazon’s departments and categories.  At the 

very top level we have departments.  From there, products are further sorted into categories.  After that 

you have sub-categories which keep getting more specific as you go down.  Makes sense right? 

Ok, now let’s go over the Amazon Filtering process.  First, you’ll need to pick a department.  So, from 

Amazon’s home page we select “departments.”  For this example, I’m going to select the Pet Supplies 

sub-category within the Home, Garden, & Tools category.  We are then presented with more sub-

categories. Let’s select one of these to further niche down into this category.  Let’s go with “dog.”  We 

keep doing this until we get to the products.  So, now I’ll select “treats.”  Now, we are finally shown 

products.   

The next step is filtering our results.  On the left-hand side of the screen, we are presented with all kinds 

of different filters.  The options we care about are price and availability.  So, we know that we want 

items that sell for a minimum of $20.  So, I’m going to check the $25 to $50 checkbox.  This will show me 

all items priced within that range.  I’m also going to check “include out of stock.”  Out of stock items can 

provide great scouting opportunities.   

Now, we simply scroll through and scout using the DS Amazon Quick View and Keepa.  Again, we are 

looking for products not carried by Amazon and products with more than 1 FBA seller.  When we see 

one of those items, we’ll hold control and then left-click to open them in a new tab.  I niched down and 

filtered quite a bit, and as you can see there are 5,100 results.  This should help you understand the size 

and scope of how many products are on Amazon.   Let’s see if we can find some good leads...  

Now that I’ve found a few, let’s further analyze them.  So, looking at this one, let’s open the JS extension 

to look at estimated sales.  JS estimates this item has an average of 825 monthly sales.  Next, we look at 



 

 

the TWF Buy Box Scope and it tells us that there are currently 4 competitive sellers.  So, we see that our 

potential sales equity would be around 165 sales per month.  That meets our 40 sales per month 

minimum, so we will want to add this product to our contact sheet.  Remember, we can also leaf source 

off this product.  You would just scroll down to the “customers who bought this item also bought” 

section.  That all makes sense, right?  It’s all pretty easy.  Now you can start to see how you’re going to 

be able to find a ton of quality leads.   

Before you begin Amazon Filtering, you need to be aware that not all categories are open for 

selling.  Some of the categories require permission from Amazon before you’re allowed to sell in 

them.  At the time of filming this video, there are currently 20 open categories.  Other categories require 

Amazon’s approval which typically requires you to be a professional seller, which is what we 

recommend.  You can find Amazon’s full list of categories along with their approval requirements here: 

services.amazon.com.  Just click the “eligible categories” link.  We recommend that you start your 

Amazon filtering in a category in which you’re already allowed to sell. 

To recap, Amazon provides a great infrastructure that can help you locate products quickly and 

efficiently.  To perform Amazon Filtering, start by selecting an initial category within the departments 

and then niche down repeatedly until you find products.  After that, filter them using price and 

availability.  We recommend starting with products that range from $25 to $50 and include out of stock 

products.  Then use DS Amazon Quickview to run products through the 4-point check.  Once you find 

products that pass, add them to your contact sheet.  Finally, leaf source from those products to find 

even more!  You now have a complete system for scouting start to finish.   

In the next video, we will cover yet another scouting method that you can used in conjunction with 

Amazon filtering.  That wraps it up for this video.  Be sure to try Amazon filtering for yourself in 

conjunction with leaf sourcing.  Practice until you feel that you fully understand the process start to 

finish.  Thanks for watching.   

 


